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•Boeing and Airbus agree that air traffic will grow 5% annually over the next
20 years, resulting in a demand for at least 15 000 new airliners.

•The two manufacturers have different predictions for the way the airline
industry will deal with the congestion that would result were today’s model of
air travel to continue.  Boeing sees a growth in the number of airports and in
direct flights between destinations, while Airbus anticipates the continuation
of the hub-and-spoke system of air travel.
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Different Solutions

747X A380-800
Passengers 430 555
Range (nmi) 8975 8150
Mach 0.87 0.85

TOGW (lb) 1 043 000 1 235 000
T/W 0.261 0.220
Fuel Fraction 0.470 0.470
Pounds of fuel 
per seat-nmi

0.127 0.128

Wing area (ft 2 ) 6821 9100

Wing span (ft) 238.2 261.8

c/4  (deg) 37.5 33.5

AR 8.32 7.53
Length (ft) 241.0 239.5
V HT 0.678 0.586

V VT 0.409 0.293

W/S (lb/ft 2 ) 152.9 135.7

•The two manufacturers have developed different solutions to the airport
congestion problem to match their predictions of how the airlines will choose
to meet the increasing demand on the air traffic system.

•Boeing, in accordance with its philosophy of improving the network of direct
flights, is striving to improve the range on its existing 747 by enlarging and
redesigning the wing.  The fuselage is slightly stretched, too, increasing in
length by 9 ft 3 in, and an increase in number of passengers results, but the
purpose of the redesign is clearly to increase the range rather than capacity—a
gain of only 14 passengers is made above the capacity of the 747-400.

•Airbus avoids overloading airports with aircraft by loading more passengers
onto a single aircraft.  The A380 will seat 555 passengers in a three-class cabin
configuration, and could conceivably be brought up to 880 passengers in a
high-density layout.  The table above compares some of the pertinent figures
for the A380 and 747X.
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Market Projections and
Response

•  Boeing:  740 passenger aircraft 747 size or larger,
only 330 A380-sized aircraft
•  No orders to date

•  Airbus:  1235 large passenger aircraft, 750 of
which will be A380s—break even at 250 airframes
•  66 confirmed orders for A380; 54 options
•  Extremely low discounts to launch customers:
$140M, 40% off list and less than baseline 747

Source:  Ref. 1,2,3,5

•Boeing:  High 777 sales and replacements of 747s with 777s indicate that
range, not passenger capacity, is driving new jetliner purchases—Phil Condit
claims half of 747s sold before the 777 were sold for their range, rather than
payload, capability. (Ref. 4)

•Low development costs for the 747 derivative mean that airlines can wait
before committing to the aircraft—from go-ahead to delivery will be shorter
than for a clean sheet design.  Condit says “The 747X is there not because that
is where the market is going.  It is there because we can offer it for a nominal
cost.” (Ref. 6)

•Discounts on early aircraft are normal in the industry, to help offset the
startup costs of adding a new aircraft type to a carrier’s fleet.  However, the
size of the discounts being offered on the A380 are nearly unheard of. (Ref. 7)

•Airbus orders are building up, may soon top Boeing projections and push
possible Boeing share of superjumbos below its break even point, removing
motivation for Boeing to proceed with 747X.

•Whispers of Boeing delaying tactics:  claim there is no market, spoil Airbus’
marketing campaign, then bring a large aircraft to market a few years in the
future.
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Timeline and Growth Versions

Source:  Ref. 8-10,  2
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•  747X anticipated to enter service first as 747X
Stretch in 2005—504 passengers to 7800 nmi, 31.5
foot fuselage extension, 28 ft-5 in wingspan
increase; 747X proper to follow

•  Airbus plans stretch to 656 seats, reduction to
480 seats, longer-range variant as well
•  Freighters also planned but as yet unlaunched

A380 launch

747X launch expected
A380 enters service

747X Stretch enters service

747X
enters
service

A380 first flight
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Mission Capability
Typical Passenger Load Versus Range
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•The passenger capacity afforded by the A380, though impressive, is not so far
above the 747X Stretch in the three-class cabin layout.  However, the A380 as
depicted on this chart has much further growth capacity, whereas the 747 has
already been developed to what some feel is its largest it can be taken.  (Ref.
5).

•The benefit of the baseline A380 to passengers is in extra volume.  Though
the much-touted restaurants, bars, and shops may not appear on any aircraft
but a few with certain carriers, there is extra space in the A380 that is
insufficient for another line of seats.  This space can only be used for
passenger comfort.  (Ref. 11)
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Economics of Scale

A380 PROFIT
POTENTIAL

747-400 PROFIT
POTENTIAL

58% to
Break

Even—32
3 pax

70% to
Break

Even—29
0 pax

232 seats
profit

123
seats
profit

Source:  Ref. 15

•Operating costs of the A380 are cited to be 17% lower per seat than those of
the 747-400.  (Ref. 5)

•Boeing disputes these numbers, placing the A380’s improvement at only
about 8%.  Boeing projects 747X Stretch seat-mile savings at 9 to 10% over
the 747-400, and the 747X at 2% better than the 747-400.   (Ref. 12)

•Individual trip cost for the 747X Stretch will be 9% lower than the A380, as
projected by Boeing.  (Ref. 13)  However, this cost benefit is offset by the
higher profit potential in the A380 shown in the chart above.

•Side note:  A340-600 projected to decrease trip costs by 15% with double
cargo capacity, relative to 747-400.  (Ref. 14)

•A380 offers large profit potential IF all seats can be filled (only 33 more
required to break even, though), and if flights can be conducted with
frequency such to match the movement of passengers by current transports.
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Flight Efficiencies

Aircraft Tu-234 767-200ER Il-96M M D - 1 1 777-200ER A340-500 A340-600 747-400 747X 747X Stretch A380-800

TOGW (lb) 227 070 387 000 595 225 630 500 632 500 804 675 804 690 875 000 1 043 000 1 043 000 1 235 000

Fuel-specific 

range (nmi/lb)

0.0647 0.0409 0.0261 0.0344 0.0222 0.0216 0.0189 0.0183 0.0159 0.0140

TOGW-specific 

range (nmi/lb)

0.0220 0.0172 0.0104 0.0108 0.0113 0.0106 0.0093 0.0084 0.0086 0.0075 0.0066

Fuel per seat-
mile (lb/seat-

nmi)

0.156 0.109 0.153 0.095 0.144 0.122 0.127 0.127 0.125 0.128

Pax-specific 

OWE (lb/seat)

830 936 1148 1006 1200 1027 962 982 1092

(L/D)max, 
assumptions

14.27 13.37 17.80 0.00 14.63 14.95 14.95 14.00 14.84 14.84 13.79

•Data comes from various sources.  Trends are as expected—heavier aircraft
tend to require extra empty weight per passenger to carry larger payloads, but
require less fuel to carry more people to longer distances.

•(L/D)max calculated assuming E = 0.95, CD0 = 0.020:  function of aspect
ratio only
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Aerodynamic Efficiencies

Good agreement with quoted range for 747X versus
A380; not so good for 747X Stretch

Aircraft 747X 747X Stretch A380-800
(L/D)max, assumptions 14.84 14.84 13.79

friction.f C D0 0.0138 0.0139 0.0150

(L/D)max, friction.f C D0 21.25 21.14 19.36

Quoted range 8975 7800 8150

Calculated range parameter V * L/D * ln(W i /W f ) 11369 11312 10115

Quoted range normalized to A380 1.101 0.957 1.000
Calculated range parameter normalized to A380 1.124 1.118 1.000

Similar engines in all three aircraft allows neglect of
SFC in comparing by Breguet range equation

•Friction.f value of CD0 used to recalculate L/D

•Korn equation was used in an attempt to calculate airfoil technology factor
and apply to 747X to check potential performance of all-new wing, but t/c
measured from small drawing of A380 and other aircraft are not
trusted—A380 calculated to have lower technology factor than 747X.

•LAMDES and other VLM codes weren’t understood well enough to use yet;
twist distribution therefore was not found, nor E calculated for configurations
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Effect of 80-m Gate Box on
A380

•Assume A340 has maximum feasible aspect ratio, apply to A380
characteristics for comparison of what might be allowable in absence of gate
box rule

•Weight used:  TOGW minus one-half of fuel weight

•Increase in aspect ratio allows boost of L/D by 10.8%--would boost range on
same order

•In reality, structural effects would minimize advantages somewhat
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Stability and Control

Aircraft Tu-234 767-200ER Il-96M M D - 1 1 777-200ER A340-500 A340-600 747-400 747X 747X Stretch A380-800

V ht
0.579 0.596 0.701 0.660 0.770 0.737 0.818 0.782 0.678 0.752 0.586

V vt
0.685 0.291 0.402 0.447 0.368 0.438 0.485 0.433 0.409 0.440 0.293

V mc  for engine-out (kt) 112 161 130 119 132 158 154 138 184 177 136

A380 uses relaxed static stability to reduce tail
surface

•Use tail volume as measure of stability.

•Calculate minimum controllable velocity (considering yawing moment only)
for 10 deg sideslip with engine out to determine susceptibility to engine-out
problems.  Assumes tail lift curve slope of 5.0, uniformly ignores effect of
rudder

•Center of gravity assumed to lie 15 deg forward of main landing gear,
halfway up

•A380 static stability concerns are worrying members of industry; if the flight
control system fails, handling could be difficult (Ref. 16).
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Outlook

A380 and 747X are not aircraft in
competition with each other—they are
aircraft betting on which philosophy for
reducing congestion is better-received.

Both will receive orders, but Boeing has less
committed and has less to lose in case their
estimation is wrong; Airbus stands to lose or

win big.

•Success of 777 bodes toward Boeing philosophy of long-range, conventional
capacity aircraft.  However, on certain highly-travelled routes, A3XX may
find wide use.  If that is the extent of its employment, however, Airbus may
have difficulty recovering from the loss of its investment.
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